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CHAIRMAN
call

to o r d e r

Energy

the

the
my

we do have

benefit
far

of

Environmental

first

record.

the

Resources

to
&

I would

like

to

of m e m b e r s

here

and

stenographer,
if the m e m b e r s

it w o u l d

Thank

thing

a number

r i g h t , and

themselves,

be m o s t

Representative
Cambria

we w i l l
would

do,
for

start

to

introduce

appreciated

for

the

Potter

and

you.

REPRESENTATIVE
Ken

JADLOWIEC:

Jadlowiec, McKean,

Counties.
REPRESENTATIVE

Representative
Clearfield

Sam

SMITH:

Smith, Jefferson,

Indiana,

and

Counties.
REPRESENTATIVE

Representative

Representative

Harry

Westmoreland

Joe M a r k o s e k ,

and

Pike

Counties.

READSHAW:

Readshaw,

REPRESENTATIVE
Representative

BIRMELIN:

Birmelin, Wayne

REPRESENTATIVE

Bucks

I WOUlCl like

Committee.
The

since

REBER:

Allegheny

County.

MARKOSEK:
Allegheny

and

Counties.
REPRESENTATIVE

CONTI:

Joe

Conti,

REPRESENTATIVE

PIPPY:

Represen-

County.

tative Jonn Pippy, Allegheny

County.

REPRESENTATIVE VITALI:
Delaware

Greg Vitali,

County.
REPRESENTATIVE

Rubley, Eastern Chester

Carole

County.

REPRESENTATIVE
Jarolin, Luzerne

RUBLEY:

JAROLIN:

Stanley

County.

REPRESENTATIVE
Elk and Clearfield

SURRA:

Dan Surra,

Counties.

REPRESENTATIVE ARGALL:
Schuylkill

Dave A r g a l l ,

and Berks.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

I would

thank the members of the committee for

like to
taking

their busy time and valuable time, I should

say,

as a result of their busy schedule, for being
here today .
I think the fact that we have a
significant

complement of the membership of the

committee present exemplifies the concern
the overall stormwater management

issue and

related aspects have to us in the various
of the

that

parts

Commonwealth.
As the members of the committee

very much aware, last session, in the waning

are
days

of that session, we convened a hearing of this

t;umm±ttee .

it emanated

rrom tne winter

storms or

'95-96 and the damage that flowed therefrom.
then, of course, we did have our special

And

session,

if you will, on flood related issues.
And then, of course, in June of
in southeast Pennsylvania, specifically
positions of Bucks and Montgomery
again had some significant
from stormwater
storms.

flows out of those

from a local government
environmental

in

County, we

flooding

And it's a tremendously

'96

emanating
particular

concerning

issue

standpoint, from an

standpoint, and also from a

transportation

construction

standpoint that we do

have these kind of concerns.
I have always found it

somewhat

interesting that when I read accounts
press about environmental

issues, we continue

see headlines about concerns relative
incineration, therapeutic

in the
to

to

and medical w a s t e s , the

landfill type situations.
But from my information
knowledge, we have seen very little

and
property

damage ancillary to those kind of facilities
thank God, to my knowledge again, virtually
little individual human harm, let alone

and

lire-threatening

situations.

Now, I'm not suggesting or
trivializing the concerns that certainly

emanate

from those areas; but it amazes me that there is
a tremendous amount of publicity and

concern

when, in fact, with stormwater, as we are all
well aware, we had a tremendous amount of

human

life lost, human life also put in peril with
personal

injury, and a tremendous amount of

property damage from the whole stormwater

issue.

So I think it's important that

this

committee do spend a significant period of its
time looking at what we may do to soften

the

impact in those particular areas, because of the
harm, if you will, to both human

life as well as

personal and real property as a result of
stormwater runoff and its side effects.
So with that in mind, we did
convene, as I said, an earlier hearing

in the

waning days of the last session.
What we would like to do today is
get somewhat of a follow-up from the two
departments that were main testifiers

at those

particular hearings and also begin to chart

the

path of this committee as we look, in possibly

conjunction

wirn

some

committees

of

stormwater

management

essence

the

t h a t may

investigation

to

ask

come

and

the

Pennsylvania
Protection,
the

front

these

the

table.

record

have

So

for

us

provide

of

this

do to
for

in

various

particular

said,
of

I would

the

Environmental

they w o u l d

proceed

of

hearings.

being

of

I think

please

we h a v e

we h a v e

up

a couple

of

enough

identify

with

come

what

chairs

yourselves
presentation

to

up
for
you

today.

identify

I would

yourselves

MR.
And

that

I think

And
could

we m a y

public

if you w o u l d
and

and

standing

issue

representatives

D E P , if

And

what

out

Department

testifiers.
there.

and

impact

So w i t h
like

tne o t n e r

the H o u s e , on the

soften

programs

or

ask you
for

GANSELL:

I am d i r e c t o r

of

the

first

the

I am
Bureau

record,

Stuart
of

if

you
please.

Gansell.

Watershed

Conservation.
MS.
I am

counsel

BISHOP:

at the

My

name

Department

of

is Pam

Bishop.

Environmental

Protection.
MR.
am

in

charge

of

LATHIA:
the

State's

I am D u r l a
stormwater

Lathia.

I

management

program.
MR. GANSELL:

Good morning,

Reber and members of the committee.

Chairman

As I said, I

am Stuart Gansell.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

Stu, do you want to

pull that a little closer to you.

I don't

know

if it's -MR. GANSELL:

How is this?

CHAIRMAN REBER:

It's a little

bit

better, but don't be afraid to bark out at u s .
MR. GANSELL:

Okay.

As I said, I am

Stuart Gansell, and I'm director of the Bureau of
Watershed

Conservation

Environmental

in the Department of

Protection.
I thank you for this opportunity

appear before you today to discuss
Commonwealth's

the

stormwater management program,

Stormwater Management Act of 1978, and
proposed

concepts for a stormwater

implementation

some

bill.
Lathia,

chief of the bureau's stormwater planning

program

the

management

I am joined today by Durla

management

to

section.

and

Mr. Lathia has managed

for the last 11 years.

the

Also joining us

is Pam Bishop, assistant counsel to the

The department

is already taking a

watershed based approach to many of its water
programs.

In fact, one of the

legislative

initiatives

Conservation
this proposal

department's

is the Watershed

and Education Act.

The emphasis of

is to assist in urging

communities

to look critically at their watershed
educational programs, which would be

through
funded

through a $2 fee assessed on biosolids

being

disposed of at landfills.
Some of the activities we are
already undertaking

include watershed

assessment,

restoration and pilot watershed projects
regional offices involving
the public

in our

local government

joining us to improve our

and

management

of these important resources.
Before we discuss the proposed
concepts, let me provide some

background

information on the Commonwealth's

stormwater

management program and the Act of 1978.
Within the last 50 years,
Pennsylvania has suffered

20 major

floods

resulting in total damages of over $6 billion.
Despite investments of over $1 billion

in

federal

ana state riooa control projects, trie
Pennsylvania

State Water Plan estimates that on

an actuarial basis, the Commonwealth
average residential

suffers

flood damages of $60 million

annually.
95 percent of the
2,567 communities

Commonwealth's

are designated

under the National Flood

prone

Insurance Program.

the past year, the Commonwealth
widespread

as flood

has

Over

experienced

and localized damaging floods,

leading

to the passage of Special Session HB 2.
Unmanaged new development
host of problems.
increased

creates a

Some of those problems

are

flood flows and velocities,

accelerated

erosion and

overburdened

sedimentation,

carrying capacity of streams

storm sewers, increased cost of public

and

facilities

to carry and control stormwater, undermined
plain management
downstream

and flood control efforts

communities, reduced ground

recharge, deteriorated

in

water

stream water quality, and

threatened public health and

safety.

The Commonwealth
for a comprehensive

flood

stormwater

recognized

the need

management

planning program and subsequently

approved

the

stormwaier Management ACT:, N O . 10/ in octooer
1978.

The Stormwater Management Act

establishes

a watershed based program designed to

preserve

and restore flood carrying capacity and
runoff regimes of Commonwealth

natural

streams and to

protect and conserve ground waters and

ground

water recharge areas.
The main thrust of the act is to
encourage sound water and land use

practices

through watershed planning and administration
county and local governments to prevent

by

future

stormwater problems.
The act requires counties
municipalities

to undertake planning

management of stormwater runoff
development
watersheds

in each of the 356

and

and

from new
designated

consistent with sound water and

land

use practices.
The watershed

stormwater

prepared by counties provide criteria
standards

plans
and

for the control of accelerated

based on sound hydrologic and
principles.

hydraulic

Those criteria and standards

implemented by local governments through
codes and ordinances.

runoff

are
their

THIS

consistent

stormwater management

development
protection

act is a tool to

raciiitate

for new

in the entire watershed

and

provide

for public health and safety as well

as to minimize the risk of loss to public

and

private properties.
The department has

developed

stormwater management guidelines and

model

ordinances to assist counties and

municipalities

explain the concepts of watershed

planning

implement the principles of hydrologic
hydraulic engineering and management
stormwater

and

and

of

runoff.
The guidelines were approved by the

General Assembly in May 1985.

Since then, 51

watershed plans by 37 counties have been
completed, requiring 522 municipalities
implement

to

stormwater control ordinances.
The department provides

technical,

administrative, and financial assistance
counties and municipalities

from

funds

appropriated by the General Assembly
year.

The General Assembly has

$7,026,000

since 1985 to provide

to

each

fiscal

appropriated
financial

assistance to counties and municipalities.

Tne appropriations over tne past
five years have averaged

$595,000 per year.

Counties and municipalities

are reimbursed

75 percent of their costs in preparing

up to

and

implementing watershed plans.
The Stormwater Management
requires municipalities

to enact and

Act

implement

ordinances to address stormwater and runoff

from

new development activities.

the

municipal

The act leaves

implementation of stormwater

solely at the individual municipal

ordinances

level.

There

is little oversight by any agency to check
consistent watershed-wide

implementation.

Municipalities

located

in the upper

portion of a watershed are often reluctant
implement stormwater ordinances while
municipalities
runoff problems
activities.

downstream

struggle with the majority
stemming from

to

of

upstream

Further, the act does not mandate

municipalities to undertake any

construction

project to alleviate the existing

drainage

problems.
The municipalities wishing to
undertake projects to address existing

stormwater

and drainage problems often face the lack of

avaiiacie

runas.

Municipalities must

set aside

funds from their strained budget.
Municipalities

are not permitted

charge fees to their residents to raise
revenue solely for the purpose of
stormwater projects.
existing enabling
municipalities

to

dedicated

undertaking

At present, there is no

legislation which would

and counties to jointly

agency to levee user fees to address

allow

form

any

solutions

to

existing and future drainage problems.
At the request of

Representative

Dave Steil, DEP has tried to develop
concepts for stormwater management

legislation.

DEP recognizes the need for increased
between

some

cooperation

local governments on all issues and

this

one in particular.
This proposal is a working
provided to Representative

document

Steil for his use.

The intent would be to encourage

consistent

implementation of stormwater management
within watersheds having DEP approved

measures

watershed

stormwater plans and to enable municipalities
counties to raise funds through
beneficial assessments
in the watershed.

and

fees and

charged to property

owners

une suggestion wouia oe ior
and municipalities

to develop or

watershed based stormwater

implement

management

implementation plans through either the
of a municipal
prevent

counties

creation

authority or on their own to

increases in flood stages, to

quantity direction and velocities of

control
stormwater

runoff and subsurface drainage, to improve
water recharge, and to reduce erosion

ground

and

sedimentation.
If counties or municipalities
to establish

a watershed authority to carry

the purpose of the act, the authority would
all of the rights, powers, privileges, and

choose
out
have
duties

provided under the Municipal Authorities Act of
1945.

The authority would also have a board of

directors representative of all municipalities
the watershed

and the ability to establish

executive committee of the board.

an

Public

hearings are required as a part of the process
create a watershed

in

to

authority.

The concepts being considered
render the power and duty to duly

will

authorize

authorities or counties to fix, alter, charge,
and collect rates and fees in the area served by

i_ue dutnoiity or county; x.o prepare ana implement:
stormwater management

implementation plans; and

to acquire and construct stormwater

facilities.

Counties or municipalities

will add

fees to their annual real estate taxes; or if a
watershed

authority

is created, it may

collect

the fees through annual, quarterly, or monthly
billings.
In addition to allowing the
of stormwater authorities and providing

creation
counties

with this specific authority noted above, the
following suggestions are put forth:
or municipal agency or the watershed
could develop a stormwater
implementation

The

county

authority

management

plan.

Counties or municipalities

could

prepare plans jointly or through a joint
such as a watershed

agent

authority.

Any municipality which has asked

the

county to implement the plan must also ask the
county to assume ownership of existing

stormwater

facilities, along with the maintenance

trust

funds.
Any county or municipality
assumes

implementation

and operational

which
authority

or tne lmpiemeniation pian couia De permitted

to

assess and collect fees to provide for the
recovery of its expenditures associated

with

development or implementation of the plan.
In keeping with the existing
provided

powers

to counties and authorities, the

authorization of bonds, including the
schedule, denominations, required

payment

signatures, and

other provisions to be included on any
or resolutions authorizing

resolution

such bonds, would

be

permitted.
DEP could provide
assistance upon request to the

technical
county,

municipality, or watershed authority to prepare
guidelines and approve stormwater
implementation plans.
it would be necessary

management

Following these concepts,
for the

environmental

quality board to adopt rules and regulations.
While final funding mechanisms
still being reviewed, avenues such as
grants and user fees levied by the
authorities

are potential

are

state

local

sources that could be

studied by the committee.
Similar bills have been

introduced

eight times in the past, with the first

bill

Deing senate Bill i J 4 2 , whicn was introduced
1988.

Earlier bills only pertained

creation of districts
class, Allegheny

to the

in counties of the

second

County.

Subsequent bills expanded

the

authorization to include all counties within
Commonwealth.

The previous bills

Municipalities

the

authorized

counties to create districts which were
as an additional

in

construed

level of government.

in the watersheds had

little

control in decision-making by the counties.
The concepts put forth here
the concept introduced

in the previous bills by

providing the decision-making
municipalities

reverse

authority

and upon municipal

to

request

to

counties .
The department
legislative proposal

suggests that any

focus on the concepts of not

mandating that municipalities

or counties

or implement plans, but rather enabling

prepare

those

municipalities who have a need and desire to do
so to go forward to solve their
stormwater

existing

and drainage problems.
This concludes my specific

on concepts for enhancing stormwater

comments

management.

ii.ycij.ii, i wisn to inanK m e
opportunity

to testify

committee ior tne

today.

The department
of allowing municipalities
voluntarily

supports the

and counties to

establish watershed-wide

to develop and implement

concept

stormwater

agencies

and

management

implementation plans .
At this time, I would be happy to
answer any questions that you may have.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

Thank you, Stu.

I will look over, first of all, and
recognize and also note for the record
Representative

that

Dent has joined the committee, a

member of the committee.
Any

Mr.

questions?

Representative

Surra.

REPRESENTATIVE

SURRA:

You support —

I remember the

Thank you,

Chairman.
last

hearing; and this is a serious issue across

the

Commonwealth, rural, urban, everywhere,
especially with the increase in development.
Do you support voluntary

compliance

to some sort of guidelines, not necessarily
that would force counties and municipalities

a law
to

aeveiop some type 01 storrawater

Management

program?
MR. GANSELL:
the voluntary
Guidelines

Yeah, we do

support

compliance with guidelines.

are established

as guidelines, and

that's the way that we view them.
REPRESENTATIVE

SURRA:

I represent

some very rural areas with townships that

can't

even pave the roads -- or oil the roads, let
alone develop stormwater management plans.
What is your feelings on having
developer of —

like where a developer would

the
come

in and put in an industrial park or 30 or 40 new
homes, develop and implement a plan and

actually

pay for the plan rather than putting it on the
local government because, what we are
into is where this takes place, the

running

stormwater

runoff that comes from those areas is —

ends up

the taxpayers' problem.
What is your feeling on that
concept ?
MR. GANSELL:

Well, under

the

Stormwater Management Act, if a management
is developed, municipalities

then pass

plan

ordinances

that require developers to comply with the plan.

so in actuality, ior new development, tne
or the responsibility

is placed on the

as opposed to the township.

thrust

developers

That's for new

development.
REPRESENTATIVE
Mr.

SURRA:

Thank you,

Chairman.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

Representative

Jaro1 in.
REPRESENTATIVE
Mr.

JAROLIN:

Thank you,

Chairman.
You know, I at one time had been

the construction business, and I have been
notice that down in the Allentown

in

taking

area in

particular, they have what they call

holdback

ponds .
Now, with all of the

development

that is going up there in the northeast, the new
malls, the new housing developments, and
everything, there is no holdback ponding.
what is happening to the Susquehanna

And

River?

Now, we are taking away areas of
stormwater absorption and putting

solid

bases

down and big roofs and everything else, which
actually throw so much money into the
drains —

storm

or so much water into the storm

drains

tnat it just can't nanaie it.
Now, wouldn't it be feasible

to

implement with these particular watershed plans a
ponding implementation, run all of the
sewers into that pond and after the
recede, release it slowly?

storm

storms

Wouldn't that be

something that could take a lot of pressure
the communities
streams?

and off the rivers and off

Because when you take away

that

rainwater.
Isn't there something in your

where you could make it mandatory
million

the

thousands

upon thousand acres of forests, you replace
with runoff

off

plans

such as a

square feet provide an acre and a half of

ponding or 2 acres of ponding to hold back m a y b e ,
2, 3, 5 inches of rain and then release it
into the rivers and the

slowly

streams?

Isn't there something

in these

MR. GANSELL:

like to let

prints there ?
I would

Durla comment on that.
MR. LATHIA:
specific

Let me comment on that

question.
Under Act 167, Stormwater

Management

Planning Program, that is the specifics of the

section 5(D) or tne act, wnicn asKs trie county

to

look at the entire drainage basin and give it
some sort of hydrologic and hydraulic

based

criteria and standards to control the

accelerated

stormwater

runoff.
And the municipalities

specifically

implement through the courts and ordinances

and

the developers which you are referring to, they
are specifically
measures

reguired to implement

like the detention basin or

certain

retention

basin or ground water leach out areas to
the accelerated

stormwater

address

runoff.

In the area that you are describing,
Allentown area, Northampton and Lehigh Counties,
they have prepared
plans.

several watershed

stormwater

And they have been very aggressive

preparation of these watershed plans
the innovative approaches.

in the

looking

at

In the communities

those areas, they are currently

implementing

in

the

ordinances .
We are providing direct
assistance to the municipalities

to

technical
understand

the stormwater management planning concept.

We

have seen a great success of this program for the
new development

activities.

When we look at the

existing development activities, tnat is wnere
the problems have been faced.

But the

are specifically required to implement
measures to control the accelerated

developers
these

stormwater

runo f f .
REPRESENTATIVE
you —

JAROLIN:

But

aren't

as the state DEP and in charge of

stormwater management, aren't you the

sole

highest

there

individual that should be out

checking what these counties are doing, or

aren't

you doing that?
I want to give you an example.
there in the northeast, especially
Lackawanna County and maybe even in

Up

in Luzerne

and

Columbia

County, I have not seen one impounding

basin,

whereas, they consume up to 40 to 150 acres, and
that's all stormwater runoff.
putting new dikes up.

That's why we are

And we are going to keep

building dikes up until you can't see the cities.
And that's what's happening.
dumping more into the streams and the
without any kind of a holdback at all.
just can't understand where you people

We are

rivers
And I
are

sitting.
I believe that you should be out

tnere investigating tnese t n m g s

up tnere and

help implement the plan to have a holdback
and then let the water run into the
slowly.

basin

streams

And you can go all of the way up to

Binghamton, New York, and you won't
holdback

show me a

pond.
MR. LATHIA:

Under the

stormwater

legislation, the counties which have prepared
watershed

stormwater plan

—

REPRESENTATIVE
phone.

the

JAROLIN:

Hold

the

When you are dealing with counties, you

are dealing with politics.

And if something

is

extremely costly to install, you've got problems.
There are ways and means around it, but I believe
personally

that you people should be the

responsible party to make sure all of this is
done.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

The chair

thanks

the gentleman.

Mr.

Representative

Rubley.

REPRESENTATIVE

RUBLEY:

Thank you,

Chairman.
In your comments, you indicated

that

since the guidelines were put out in 1985 that
there had been —

37 counties have

completed

szz

tneir stormwater management pians, requiring
municipalities

to implement

stormwater

control

ordinances .
I think this is a pretty
record.

pathetic

You know, 12 years we have had to move

in this area.

And when you say 522

municipalities

out of over, what, 2,500, that's a

pretty poor percentage.
At our last hearing that we had on
this issue, the question was raised, have
more counties come forth and more

not

municipalities

been participating because there has not been
adequate

funding to provide the kinds of monies

that are needed for the various counties to get
really involved?
get information —

And I thought we were going to
I don't ever recall

seeing

the

answer .
Is it that we are not having
participation, requests by the counties

enough

and

municipalities, or is the fund not sufficient

to

provide the 75 percent funding that is necessary
to get more counties

involved?

MR. LATHIA:

This could be a

combination of various factors.
First of all, the act required

the

stormwater management plans to oe prepared by the
county after
approved.

1985 after the guidelines

were

However, the law also provided

that

for a good cause shown the counties would be
given an extension of time.
Those counties which do not have an
expressed need of undertaking

watershed

stormwater plans could be given an extension
time, because they may not be facing

of

the

stormwater runoff problems, they could

have

difficulty of coming up with, say, the 25 percent
matching funds which are required by the act to
retain their share.

And the

department

recognizes that.
The areas where the watershed
stormwater management plans must be put

together

because there is the development potential, there
is development pressure, those counties which
coming forward, the department has

are

always

entertained their request.
In terms of funding, we do believe
that at the rate at which the proposals

from

the

counties have been coming forward, we are able to
sufficiently

address their demand; but with

increasing pressure of development, more and

the
more

counties couia oe coming torwara.
some strain on our stormwater

And we may

see

management

appropriation.
At that point in time, we believe
may need some more money.

At present with

we

the

amount of money we have and the number of
proposals which are coming forward, we are able
to manage ourselves
reimbursement

in terms of the

municipal

demand.
Unfortunately, even after

municipalities

that we do have funding

telling
available

for you to come forward and apply for the
reimbursement, not many municipalities

are

choosing to do so.

So that's where we have a

little difficulty.

We are trying our very

best

to convince the counties and municipalities
come forward and participate
REPRESENTATIVE

to

in the

program.

RUBLEY:

I think

more

has to be done to encourage them to do that.
My other comment and guestion

is you

are calling for the establishment of a stormwater
watershed

authority.

broader based

Would you consider

it a

authority?
There are parts of the state,

especially where I live in Chester County, where

we nave some serious concerns witn
withdrawal

water

and ground water, and yet you

cannot

control these things within a municipality.
have to look at the watershed
Wouldn't

You

and the subbasins.

it be more practical

to

look at a water based authority based on the
whole watershed

so you are looking at water

quantity and water quality, not just

stormwater

alone ?
MR. GANSELL:

Well, the intent of

our testimony today was narrowed or focused on
stormwater

impact.

And the authority

the options that we feel is available
implement

stormwater

is one of
to

implementation plans

and

manage and administer those plans.
I am not here to say that it could
be broadened to include other activities .
Certainly, on the face of it, you would have to
say that it could be.

I think that's up to the

committee to consider, quite
REPRESENTATIVE
CHAIRMAN REBER:

frankly.
RUBLEY:

Thank you.

The chair

thanks

the lady from Chester.
One of the nice things of being
control as the chairman is you can interject

in
your

tnougnts or jump in wnere m e r e
that

is a question

I think should follow on the heels of

Representative

Rubley's

inquiry.

I would like to direct this to M s .
Bishop, counsel for the department who is here
today.
I note in the act, Section

10

permits the department to institute an action
mandamus

in the Commonwealth

Court to

counties to adopt and submit plans in
with the act.

in

compel
accordance

To your knowledge, has the

department ever instituted a mandamus

proceeding

against any county in the Commonwealth

of

Pennsylvania pursuant to the provisions of the
act?
MS. BISHOP:

To my knowledge, Mr.

Chairman, no.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

I guess to some

extent that may be prefaced as to why it was
done based upon funding considerations.
essence, it would seem inconsistent

In

for the

department to be compelling compliance with
act if, in fact, the Commonwealth

isn't

I heard at the

the

providing

funding.
But I think

not

last

nearing, ana i Know i ]ust neara in response
some of the questions that Representative

to

Rubley

had posed, that funding is not necessarily

from a

planning standpoint moving forward towards

the

adoption, if you will, of plans a super
problem.

critical

I think it's always a problem, but

it's

not super critical.
And it was my understanding
talking to some of DEP's staff after the

in
last

hearing that coincidenta 1ly over the last

fiscal

year or the last 18 months that there has been
money there that was unused.

Is that a fair

statement ?
I will let the record reflect
Mr. Lathia has nodded his head in an

that

affirmative

manner .
Those kind of things concern me that
why isn't the department taking a harder
especially
categorized

look,

in areas that I hope have been
as being high risk for some form of

stormwater degradation

flowing from

inactivities

being carried out.
Why isn't the department
more aggressive

—

moving in a

or is that something we can

hope is going to be looked at in the near

future

emanating irom our special session on
damage and what have you and related
Is there any kind of

riooa
matters?

internal

initiative, aside from what was referenced
prepared testimony, that this
concept is being looked at?

in the

implementation
Is there any

categori z ing?
Is there any initiative to move
forward with any of the counties that maybe

don't

have sufficient plans already adopted or for that
not matter have not even moved forward
adoption of any plans?
initiative going on?
all?

in

Is there any kind of
Is this being tracked

Is this being aggressively

at

looked at by the

department ?
MR. LATHIA:

Over the past

we have amended this watershed planning

15 y e a r s ,
program;

and as all we understand, this is a planning
program.

The cooperation between the

planning

agencies who are preparing the plan along with us
who are providing the technical
administrative

and

and financial assistance

is very

important.
When we take a planning program
an agency and ask them in a mandatory

to

fashion, it

Decomes very airricuit to get an outcome.

YOU

can ask a county agency to prepare a plan, demand
it to prepare a plan.

Unfortunately, the

county

can even drag their feet to extend this plan
preparation

for five, ten years.

And it would

very difficult to take any further action

be

against

them .
The law does provide that the
department take a mandamus action, but it all
becomes a political

issue.

CHAIRMAN REBER:

Well, let me

just

say this, Section 3 of the act, the purpose
policy, is to encourage planning and
of stormwater runoff, to encourage
administration and management of

and

management

local

stormwater

consistent with the Commonwealth's

duty as the

trustee of the natural resources, to authorize a
comprehensive plan of stormwater

management.

Then you turn to the section that I
spoke about earlier, Section
for the mandamus action.

10, that

provides

I have never known

the

department to be timid in attempting to get a
local municipality or a local authority

to move

forward with mandated milestones where they
a malfunctioning

sewer system in their

have

treatment

plant
some

or w h e r e
way,

of the

tney

nave

something

s h a p e , or

form

is

not

policy

on

actual

quantitative

take

implementation

dollars

of p r o p e r t y

to w h a t

I said

life

and

damage?

And

ancillary

talking

with

And

what

department

DEP's

and

we

should

providing

i t , if
loss

fact

that

the

be t a k i n g

back

be

in

and

no o t h e r

life

from

should

reason

over

the

concerns

that

today.
seems

to me to
and

to me

in o t h e r
regulated

be

policy
is

of

the

inconsistent

policies

that

sections

of

community

the
the

emanating

responsibilities.

LATHIA:
that

goes

department
for

of

aggressive

penumbra
MR.

particular

the

is t r o u b l i n g
and

multimillion

statement.

the p u r p o s e

is t a k i n g

environment
from

just

with

policies

on

flowing

about

It
inconsistent

with

having

aspects

causing

i s s u e , in my m i n d ,

moving

are

aggressive

of

loss

aggressively
we

same
is

position

act.

in

degradation

of w h a t

a primordial

because

the

in my o p e n i n g

This

are

causing

that

environment.
Why

we

else

you

We h a v e
are

talking

an a g g r e s s i v e

the p l a n n i n g

recognized

assistance

about,

role

that
that

in

to the

counties

anu

munj.uj.pdiiuieb .

we

nave

taK.en

a

xittxe

different approach going to the municipalities,
which are the ultimate authority

to regulate

the

local land use control.
They are the people who are going to
be implementing the ordinances.

So if the

counties do not come forward and prepare
watershed plans and ultimately provide

the

the

criteria and standards to the municipalities, do
those municipalities

recognize that there is a

need for them to enact the stormwater
We are working with them
We have prepared the model stormwater

ordinances?
directly.
ordinance,

and we provide them with the direct assistance
the municipalities.

We give them

to

administrative

assistance, even some legal assistance to enact
the stormwater ordinances.

So we are taking a

positive and -- an approach which will

certainly

help the municipalities to go forward and

enact

the ordinances .
We do agree that the county —
counties who do not want to prepare the

watershed

plan, it becomes politically very difficult
mandate them to prepare the plan.

those

to

Unfortunately,

the statute does not provide that the

municipalities
watershed

couia

plans.

directly

It has

CHAIRMAN
that.
the

And

the

authority

cause

act
for

prepare

to d o n e

REBER:

says

by

the

Well,

that; and,

institution

—

I

county.

understand

of

course,

instituting

of

action

in m a n d a m u s

is and

directed

at the

county,

directed

not

tne

only

a

is

at

the

locals .
But
the

intent

of

stormwater

I think

the

act, which

management

municipal

problem,

area

in m o s t

that

that's

consistent

recognizes

as not b e i n g

that

it has

instances

with

necessarily

a larger

even

goes

a

watershed

outside

the

counties .
But
that

the

there
fell

least

in area

to be
may

be

might

others

aggressive

department

its

seem

hasn't

seemed

so-called

pervade

and

would

possibly

aggressiveness

hope

a look
ratchet

want

to

I should
areas

to

be

say

has

as

you

process.

that

at the

the
Section

upward,

if you

matter.
to

me

where

concerns

particular

in this

I don't

or

political

this

take

—

in o t h e r

I just w o u l d

purpose

it w o u l d

department, which

aggressive
seemed

at

continue

to

3
will,

dominate.

i am going to at tnis point

Representative Vitali next for -- no

questions?

REPRESENTATIVE VITALI:
CHAIRMAN REBER:

to

IOOK

No.

Now recognizing

for

the record and also for the purposes of
questions, Representative Masland, who has

just

joined the committee a short while ago.
REPRESENTATIVE

make a brief comment.

MASLAND:

Let

me

And I want to thank

just

Durla

and his staff for helping us in Cumberland

County

on the Yellow Breeches watershed, because that is
something that we have picked up.
Representative

But again, as

Rubley related, there is still a

lot more that can and should be done.
You know, 500 municipalities
like a lot, except in Pennsylvania.

sounds

In some

states, that might be the entire state; but
in Pennsylvania, that's just a fraction.

here

So I do

appreciate your assistance in our process.

Thank

you .
CHAIRMAN REBER:

Representative

Pippy.
REPRESENTATIVE

problem

PIPPY:

I have

in my district where, as it was

earlier, municipalities

that are on the

a

stated

downstream

siae are receiving tne

effects of upstream

negative

development.

What courses of action or what
resources are available right now for those
municipalities to try to find some relief
their flooding

local

from

problems?

I understand, as someone who is an
environmental

engineer, that the problem

isn't

the new developments, at least in my area, that's
going up.

They have the correct engineering

on them; but those old developments,

done

particularly

previous to ten years ago that now you

see

streams that ten years ago only had water —

2

inches of water, consistently have 2 to 3 feet.
What can those local

municipalities

do, and what resources can you provide to help
them?
MR. LATHIA:

In terms of

technical

assistance, our department does provide

technical

assistance to the communities who need to

address

these kinds of problems.
REPRESENTATIVE
name or a phone number or
MR. LATHIA:
contact myself.

PIPPY:

Which -- a

—
They can

I will give you my

certainly
business

ca ra .
CHAIRMAN REBER:

Representative

Cont i.
REPRESENTATIVE
Mr.

CONTI:

Thank you,

Chairman.
As you heard, I'm

from Bucks

County;

and I'm the unfortunate representative who is due
north of Representative
as he likes to say.

Steil and up the

creek,

I guess the problems

start

in my district and eventually get to Dave's
district and Tony Melio and Tom

Corrigan's

di strict.
Dave Steil and I were both
supervisors, I myself
I think

township

for close to ten years.

So

I understand this issue, but let me ask a

couple of questions that may show how little I
know about the issue.
Is Act 167 a planning tool or a
mandate ?
MR. LATHIA:

It is a mandated

for the counties to prepare the watershed
And once the plan has been prepared and

tool
plan.

adopted

by the county and approved by the department, the
municipalities

located in those watersheds

where

the plans are approved have a mandatory duty to

enact ana implement tnose ordinances.
REPRESENTATIVE

CONTI:

Okay.

That

was my understanding of it.
Now, does Act 167 contain
criteria and standards for the

stormwater

management ordinances that will be
MR. LATHIA:

the

adopted?

Certainly.

The plans

specifically provide standards and criteria
control the accelerated
new development

stormwater

runoff

to

from

activities.

REPRESENTATIVE

CONTI:

With that in

mind and coming from Bucks County, where it is
probably almost inarguable that we have been a
leader in planning issues for decades back
the

'50s and we have been planning,

into

working

together, municipalities with the county

planning

commission, for 30 or 40 years, I think we have
been doing all of the things we are supposed

to

be doing.
Is it possible that your
criteria and standards may not be
MR. LATHIA:

very

accurate?

It would be very

difficult to make a statement on that, especially
the watersheds which are studied

in depth.

criteria and standards which are developed

The
are

Dasea upon souna nyaroiogic ana

nyarauiic

principles .
REPRESENTATIVE

CONTI:

But

I think

your criteria and standards are kind of based on
new development taking place on a certain plot of
land.

It seems to me that if we are a little

everywhere, we have that snowball effect

off

where

the snowball rolls down the hill and gets

bigger

and bigger and bigger.
I mean if we make the
that in my area we have been doing

supposition
everything

properly and we still have problems down

stream,

I am wondering if we are looking at all kinds of
new levels of government, new taxation, and new
fees and everything for something that may be
just as basic as our very basic

stormwater

criteria and standards.
Maybe the world has changed.
not putting blame on the department or
I'm

just wondering

I'm

anybody.

if we should be looking at the

criteria and standards as stridently

as we are

looking at new avenues to take care of the
management problems.
Is anybody doing that?
Representative

Is

Steil's study looking at the very

Dasic criteria ana standards again, or are we
just looking more

forward?

MR. LATHIA:
which are specifically

Not really.

The

basins

studied do provide that.

Now, the municipalities maybe that you may be
referring may not be part of those
like Neshaminy Creek and Little

watersheds

Neshaminy.

If the municipalities

are

those basin, then the municipalities
own criteria and standards.

have

their

There are no

state

level stormwater control standards
existing.

outside

and

And that was the precise

stormwater management planning

criteria

intent of the

program.

As we all know, in Pennsylvania
two drainage basins are identical.
all basins are to be individually

no

Therefore,
studied

from

the engineering perspective and come up with

the

standards and criteria.
Now, I'm not sure what
municipalities you may be representing, if the
are part of the Neshaminy basin.
REPRESENTATIVE
MR. LATHIA:

CONTI:

We sure are.

If they are part of the

Neshaminy basin and if the municipalities
implementing the final outcome of the

are

Neshaminy

v-xeeK. wdtersnea pian, tecnnicaiiy

tney snouia not

be violating the hydrologic rule.
of if the municipalities

are

I am not

aware

consistently

implementing those provisions.
REPRESENTATIVE

CONTI:

Well, as the

former chairman of the Bucks County

Planning

Commission, I think I can speak from saying
every municipality

is participating

that

in every

way

you wish us to participate.
And I am just wondering

if we

should

look at the basic criteria and standards, take a
new look at them, because it seems in Bucks
County we spend an awful lot of time and an awful
lot of tax dollars studying and studying
studying and the problem

and

is getting worse

and

worse and worse.
So this isn't errors of omission,
you know, as opposed to errors commission.

I'm

struggling.
My final comments —
say for the record

I would

so let me

like you to

looking at the very basic stormwater
standards and criteria.

And

consider

management

I would offer you to

come down to our area, where I think we have
doing all that you would

just

like to us do, and

been
try

x.o

a n d i y z e wny

j. t - s not

worKing.

I strongly agree with

Representative

Rubley and actually Chairman Reber in some of
their sentiments.

And I will try to even be more

specific.
I'm not sure the county is the
proper

level to handle this issue anymore.

Maybe

it's proper in other areas of the state, but in
southeastern Pennsylvania where the creeks
watersheds

and

sometimes go through three or four

counties, it's an incredible problem.
wondering if it shouldn't
administered

just be

And

I'm

districts

by DEP with the municipalities

in

those districts having to adhere to the
stormwater management practices.
Counties are good for some things, I
guess to run courts and prisons; but I'm

not too

sure the county is right entity to manage
stormwater.
Do you have any feelings on that
obs e rvat ion ?
MR. GANSELL:

Actually, what you

suggested, I think, is what was encompassed
some of the previous bills in terms of
districts.

As I mentioned

in

creating

in my testimony,

that

was
of

viewea

as or

construed

government, which

popular

when

people

as an a d d i t i o n a l

really

didn't

understood

seem

the

level

to be

too

exact

ramifications .
So if you
theoretical
would

point

of v i e w ,

be p r e f e r a b l e .

practicality,
opinion,

look

But

practical

initially

sides
and

appear

of my m o u t h ,

then

saying

from

in t e r m s
at

to

REPRESENTATIVE
may

it

yeah, that

it p r o b a b l y ,

isn't

at

I want

in

CONTI:

Well,
out

less

state

government,

n o w , the m u n i c i p a l i t i e s ,

county,

and

you

That's

three

levels

of

we

between

have

fiscally
as

more

an o p i n i o n

something

take

up

and

shot

and

responsible
at this
MR.

is

the

the m u n i c i p a l

a better

debate

the

and

the

the
process.

way.

So

done

it's

I think
in a
that

you.
I believe

certainly

yourselves.

REBER:

and

I offer

Thank
Again,

out

state,

it can be

committee

amongst

CHAIRMAN

counties

time.

GANSELL:

that

in the

but

government.

If we t a k e
just

involved

both

government

it w o r k s

are

what

of

the w a y

then

and

our

way.

I want

more

reality

go t h a t

to be t a l k i n g

saying

probably

of

least

a

Thank

you,

that

can

Representative

uonti.

Representative

Birmelin?

REPRESENTATIVE BIRMELIN:
CHAIRMAN REBER:

No.

Representative

Smith?
REPRESENTATIVE

SMITH:

CHAIRMAN REBER:
to Representative

No.

Just as a follow-up

Conti's inquiries, is it a fair

statement to say that if you take —
the southeast area, because

I am much

let's

take

more

familiar with that.
If we have had counties
municipalities

and

implement the stormwater

control

ordinances and the plan as such vis-a-vis
county to those municipalities

in the

the

southeast

and we are having the kind of problems that we
have experienced
again in the June

in the winter of

'95-96

'96 floods, isn't the

conclusion, as I think Representative

and
logical

Conti was

getting to, if you will, that something is not
working?
Now, as a result of what has

taken

place down there that caused us to have a special
session —

we have had three special sessions

the 17 years that I have been in Harrisburg.

in
So

tnis oeing one or cne tnree is

certainly

emblematic of the fact that it's

somewhat

concerning on a statewide basis.
As a result of what's gone on now,
we have had approximately

one year now go by.

Has there been any determination made by the
department as to what went wrong in Abington
Township, what want wrong over in Bucks

County

where we had multimillion dollar insurance

claims

for loss of property and more importantly a
significant

loss of life and personal

injury as a

result of the out of control stormwater
ancillary

and

its

flows?
What has emanated now within

department

the

in evaluating that based upon the

special session that we had and the

different

programs and funding that came out of that?

Has

there been any quantitative analysis finalized

as

to where we should go or what actually was the
cause for this?
can remediate

And is there any areas where we

that?
MR. LATHIA:

of stormwater management
frequent

The fundamental
is to address

concept

more

storms, like ones that would occur

two years or five years or ten years.

every

unce tne storms or a larger
magnitude

like 50-year or 100-year or

200-year

storm occur, no stormwater management planning

or

no municipal ordinances are going to address
that .
Unfortunately, what happened

in

Bucks County and other parts of the state, the
storms that we were aware of, they were
far above 200-year storm even.

And no

exceeding
stormwater

management plan in any way would have saved
property

loss.

So to that degree, the

any

stormwater

management planning program as relates to those
kinds of magnitude of storms will be very
difficult.
Then we are entering

into a large

large size of flood protection program,
that's not what the stormwater

--

and

management

planning program has put together.
If we would require the developer
the planning to address 200-year
500-year

to

storm or

storm, it will be unimaginable to see

that the stormwater basin or the

control

structures that are currently put together
installed, they would be an enormous
or would be more expensive.

or

size than

—

Ana i-m not sure wnetner tnat
be the route to go for a 200-year
500-year

storm.

storm or

So we are talking about

stormwater program and the flood

wouia

the

protection

program.
In terms of what has happened

in

guantification, I'm not sure whether we have
addressed that issue for 200- and 500-year

storms

at this time.
CHAIRMAN REBER:
that.

And

Okay.

I think to be fair and

I can

accept

intellectually

honest in discussing the issue, I think many of
your comments as to the magnitude —

the

magnitude of the flooding and the storms

itself,

you know, do lend us to the problem we have.

And

as you say, no matter what we might have done,
you are not going to mitigate

some of

that

damage.
My concern, though, is then do we
move into some form of early warning
program?

protection

Can we categorize areas out there in

the future where if, in fact, a 100, a 200, or so
on type of years storm and flood is going to
impact on us that we can set up some form of
early warning

system so we don't have

certainly

ar. least tne loss 01 lire.

i aon't Know it we

are ever going to be able to protect against

loss

of property.
But is there some way the
in conjunction with PEMA can ratchet

department

upward,

again to use that phrase that I used earlier, our
early warning alertness to mitigate the loss of
life?

Has there been any considerations

in that

area ?
MR. GANSELL:

I'm not aware of any

effort at this time to ratchet up, as you
We really don't have responsibility

or

say.

control

over the storm warning system, but certainly
a fair question.

And the only thing that

I can

say is that we haven't really been involved
that and we don't have any operational

it's

with

control

over that.
CHAIRMAN REBER:
this -- and it's true.

Let me ask you

That is not necessarily a

fair question to pose to you on an emergency
management/early warning type.
something that I certainly

And

that's

intend to bring

this committee with the appropriate

personnel

from that particular agency at a subsequent
hearing.

before

However,
may

have

area,

some

is the

1 guess

expertise

that

department

such

an a g e n c y ,

the

data

independent, where

may

warning,

be

so we

or do we have

additional

your

particular

that

information

200-year

flood

people

with

those

that

effort.
any

Whether

you

some

to

your
analyze

already
of

move

to go out

or

where

takes

is the

have

these

in an
and

problem

early

do

a significant

place

information

provide

100-,

we m a y ,

sufficient

Certainly

that w o u l d

and

you

them
data

it w o u l d

Would

to

through

in

fact,

warning

to

area?

We p r o v i d e

or not

that

GANSELL:

agencies

department

in a p o s i t i o n

to p r o v i d e

in that
MR.

and

don't

again

section

in a p o s i t i o n

those

within

tnat

studies?
Are

be

if they

can

falls

in a p o s i t i o n

for

areas

trie q u e s t i o n

be

any
we

be e n o u g h ,
like

to

cooperate

undertaking

with
that

we

assistance

have.

I'm

comment

not
on

sure.
that,

Durla?
MR.
the
yes,

technical
we

If we

route, expertise

do h a v e

technical

LATHIA:

in the o t h e r

expertise

to come

are
of

talking

the

program
up w i t h

about

department,
areas

some

the

kind

of

an iaea aoour. tne amount or r a m r a i i

tnat would

fall and the water surface elevation that would
be generated.

We do have the

technical

capabilities .
We have worked with the
States Geological

United

Survey in some other aspects.

It would require the cooperation between
our department, and probably the
Emergency Management Agency.

USGS,

Pennsylvania

So there is

certainly a role for doing that.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

All right.

One last question.
in your testimony the proposed
stormwater management plan

You

referenced

concepts

for

implementation

legislation.
Do we have any kind of idea when
department
finalize

feels they will be in a position

some of those recommendations

to the interested
Assembly?

legislators

in the

the

to

to present

General

Are we looking at any kind of tail on

when that may come about?
Are you in a position to comment or
is there some way that you can provide us with
that information

in the near future, because

is certainly the hope of myself to have the

it

committee spend a good part or trie summer and the
early fall developing

some of the empirical

some of the different concerns for

data,

such

legislation, if, in fact, legislation

is at all

neces sary.
And I am hopeful that the
department, as I said to you last year when we
had the hearing, that you can provide us some
background working document, to use your
language, that was already provided to some of
the interested

legislators.

And I am

that you can have a relatively
you will, available

hopeful

final draft, if

for us to consider, for the

committee to consider, for the committee to mark
up possibly even prior to the introduction

of the

same .
MR. GANSELL:

We have

spent

considerable effort just recently putting
document together, and we will provide
CHAIRMAN REBER:

Okay.

such a

it to you.

Very

good.

Thank you very much, and I
appreciate the department's participation
You are all

excused.
MR. GANSELL:

Reber.

today.

Thank you, Chairman

CHAIRMAN

REBER:

We

Will

take

30-second break as the current testifiers

a

leave

the table.
The next individuals
be representatives
of Transportation.

to testify

of the Pennsylvania

will

Department

And I would ask Jeff

Haste

and Chris Johnston to come up to the table.
We will just take a momentary

pause

here to allow the stenographer to relax her
phalanges.
(Brief recess from the
CHAIRMAN REBER:

record.)

At this time, we

will recognize the representatives

of the

Department of Transportation, and if you
gentlemen could formally

identify yourselves

for

the record and feel free to proceed.
MR. HASTE:

Good morning, Mr.

Chairman and members of the committee.

My

is Jeff Haste, for those that don't know.
my new life, I am the director of
services for the Department of
MR. JOHNSTON:

the deputy

But in

municipal

Transportation.

Good morning, Mr.

Chairman and members of the committee.
is Chris Johnston.

name

My name

I am a special assistant

secretary for local and area

to

transportation.
CHAIRMAN REBER:
MR. HASTE:

Proceed, Jeff.

In September of 1995,

the Department of Transportation began to take an
in-depth

look at the issue of

management at the request of

stormwater
Representative

Steil, Melio, and Senator Heckler.
The department acted as a
facilitator and convened a group of
local governments

interested

and state agencies,

including

our department and the Department of
Environmental

Protection.
It was realized that this is a

complicated

issue that crosses all levels of

government as well as the private

sector.

Stormwater and runoff management must be able to
cross traditional boundaries and
subdivisions

political

in order to be effective.
The Department of

Transportation

will continue to study, design, construct, and
maintain these drainage facilities
our road system and that road

located

within

system's

right-of-ways, which are meant to handle

the

normal rain runoff.
However, it is our conviction

that

tne

jurisaiction

management
existing
which
that

must

be

such

This

ability

to o v e r s e e

inspect

management

Act
deal

with

the

management,

but

been

left

of

1978 w a s

of

recent

look

at

proposal

to

inspection,

management

a more

the

would

was

have

a member,

encourage

Department

committee's

role

in

continue
of

a

through
and

such
to

to

The

regional
the

and
an

We

counties
approach.

support

Environmental

efforts

has

counties.

the m u n i c i p a l i t i e s
active

the

legislation.

of m u n i c i p a l i t i e s

encourage

this

start

stormwater

group, which

management

We w i l l

and

the

maintain,

a good

to

regional

of p r o p o s e d

stormwater

cooperation

assist

include

in

responsibility,

Transportation

pieces

most

to t a k e

is

unresolved.

Department

would

ensure

facilities.

The w o r k i n g

reviewed

construct,

to

system

should

maintenance,

of

fide

authority,

management

relating

ongoing

the p o s s i b i l i t y

to a b o n a

system

167 of

issues

runorr

responsibility

and/or

issues

coordination,
and

the

stormwater

ana

a municipal

stormwater

place.

and

as

given

a uniform

stormwater

be p r o v i d e d

entity

would

over

improve

and

Protection

stormwater management

in Pennsylvania

Chris and I will be happy to answer
your questions at this time.
committee's

And just for the

information, Chris was an active

member of that committee that I referred to, that
work study committee.

He was one of the

point

people from our department.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

Thank you very

much, Jeff .
Representative

Smith, any

REPRESENTATIVE

SMITH:

questions?

Not at the

moment.
CHAIRMAN REBER:

Representative

Vitali?
REPRESENTATIVE VITALI:
CHAIRMAN REBER:

No.

Representative

Rubley?
REPRESENTATIVE
quickly.

RUBLEY:

Just

Thank you for coming today.

But as you

are speaking about this, you are almost

speaking

in the past tense.
Is this committee an active
group right now?

Are you working on —

with DEP on proposed
this

stand?

legislation?

Where

working
working
does

MR. JOHNSTON:

Currently

-- the

group had convened to take a look at the
early on.

And at the last hearing, we

with this committee.

issue

convened

I don't believe that

has been any additional

further

there

interaction

between the department and DEP .
At that time, it was —

the whole

premise for the department taking a lead in
convening the committee was that there
several issues of stormwater which were
in the direction of the

were
pointing

department's

responsibility.
So we entertained all of the
partners within that issue to discuss it.

And

it

became relatively evident that we were doing our
part of stormwater management with our

facilities

but that the problem was much, much, larger
just the Department of

than

Transportation.

So at that time, we actually

passed

the ball to DEP to be the lead for this
particular working group and to continue the work
of the proposed draft legislation
Representative

and work with

Steil.

REPRESENTATIVE

RUBLEY:

hearing was almost a year ago.

So our

last

Have you been

—

nave tnere oeen meetings

since that

MR. JOHNSTON:

time?

As of today, the

department hasn't been involved

in those

with the Department of Environmental
REPRESENTATIVE
MR. HASTE:

RUBLEY:

We have.

Protection.
Thank you.

Just to expound on that,

that doesn't mean that we haven't
with them.

meetings

communicated

In fact, we are working

with them on the legislation

as it pertains

to

the road system and to the water drainage that we
put along the roads.

But as Chris said, it was

clear that the lead should be elsewhere.
REPRESENTATIVE

RUBLEY:

CHAIRMAN REBER:
Dent, any

Thank you.

Representative

questions?
REPRESENTATIVE

DENT:

CHAIRMAN REBER:
December, December
Representative

No questions.

Chris, back in

12 to be exact, I know

Steil communicated with your

counsel's office with certain operating

chief

structure

outlines to revise a couple sections of House
Bill 979, which was pending.
Representative Michlovic's

That was

bill.

I assume that, and I can never
pronounce John's last name, Hrubovak

(phonetic)--

MR.

JUHMBTON:

HruoovcaK.

CHAIRMAN REBER:

Hrubovcak.

I got

it wrong again.
Do you know if as a result of that
transmittal that he received
representative

from the

that there was any

subsequent

analysis done, markups, if you will, analysis
then transmittal of that to the Department
Environmental Protection, to your
MR. JOHNSTON:

Yes.

of

knowledge?
I believe

with our chief counsel's office that there
been interaction regarding specifically
markups on that

and

that
has

to the

—

CHAIRMAN REBER:

And that, of

course, is what Jeff was referring to.
MR. JOHNSTON:

That's

CHAIRMAN REBER:

correct.

So there has been,

at least from a technical as well as a legal
standpoint, that interaction
the December

flowing on or after

12th transmittal.

And

I suspect

that relates to some extent that we now have

this

working concept that the department

earlier

testified

conceptual

to relative to a proposed

draft for stormwater management
implementation

legislation.

plan

so to t n a t
have

had

wanted

the

type

to have

availed

of

and

of y o u r

input

the d e p a r t m e n t

JOHNSTON:

CHAIRMAN
That's
sure

involved

for the
and

that

were

that

there

had

raised
was

other

all

that
has

much

All

tnat
you

you

have

been

I have.
that

I just

the

in

5 and

testimony
any

of the

wanted

department

the

Sections

so.

right.

transmitted

there

members

Very

REBER:

record

some

Are
any

in this

reel

concerns?

MR.

make

e x t e n t , you

various

and

6 of

was

concerns
the

concern

further

act

about.

questions

committee

of

to

of

the

department?
(No r e s p o n s e . )
CHAIRMAN
I appreciate

your
For

of

the

future
and

REBER:

testimony.
the

some

on

other

representatives

interested

association,

will

staff

have

they

of

to

of

then,

excused.
members

in the

hopefully

near
PEMA

governmental

that

coordinate

have

point

the

the b o r o u g h

groups

attempt

I know

with

local

from

townships

are

be m e e t i n g

this m a t t e r

both

You

information

c o m m i t t e e , we w i l l
again

At t h i s

already

and
nature.
that.
had

a

We

signiricant amount or input witn tne worlcing
group that we have heard referenced

here

today.

That seems to be the next logical area, just to
make sure that there have not been any
left unturned

stones

in their analysis of that issue.

So that will probably be the next area that we
will be looking into.
Should any of the members of the
committee have any additional
groups, or representatives

individuals,

that they would

like

to include in the next upcoming hearing on this
issue, please contact Mark Brown on our staff
that particular
appropriate

consideration

so we can make

for
the

arrangements.
Seeing no further business, the

hearing is adjourned.

Thank you.

(Hearing adjourned

at 11:15

a.m.)
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